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Zero no Kiseki: Kai, an epic Special Support RPG set in the Crossbell Autonomous Region, is now available on Steam!
Chernobyl. The place where dreams come true The game in the genre of action movies and adventure quests "Chernobyl.
Exclusion Zone" adds a new map "Exclusion Zone. Monastery of St. Michael the Archangel" to its collection. TF2 challenges
veterans of the first season of the legendary series Gaikai Studio starts open beta testing of Skyforge 2: Lord of the Storm.
Creating a game about medieval battles in Russia The role-playing system EverQuest, the plot of which is rooted in the 12th
century, will radically change if Russian developers take part in the development. New game from Snowball Studios This week,
the long-awaited premiere of the game about the anti-hero Twilight World will take place. The game is called Baldur's Gate:
Enhanced Edition. Wargaming.net, together with Electronic Arts and Interplay, announced the release of an official patch for
the Call of Duty: Advanced Warfare and Unreal Tournament 2: Bad Company 3 shooters. Wargames.net invites all computer
game lovers to take part in the contest and win 50,000 hryvnias Student quest in the Warhammer 40,000 universe EA has
launched its new project, which will help create a remake of the classic game Civilization V. Student Maria Rubtsova, who
designed the main character of The Da Vinci Code, chose as her last work to work on the game Witch Hunt, which tells about
the adventures of an American religious sect. Portal Wargame.net is looking for a creative team to develop an online game
based on the Age of Empires universe. Twitch, the video streaming service of the popular gaming site, has brought together new
members to develop a new project. The release of the project will take place this week. Do not miss! Review of the video game
"Wild Jam": a game that will become a story of friendship Students from Sarapul became the finalists of the competition for the
best script for the video game "Sofa Special Forces". Creative students enjoy making video games because they develop their
imagination, teach them to find original ways to solve problems, and teach them to take responsibility for their projects. It's a
game where players build their own mobile phones
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